Abstract Concentrated, non-crystallizing colloidal suspensions in their approach of the glass state exhibit distinct dynamics patterns. These patterns suggest a powerlaw rheological constitutive model for nearglass viscoelasticity, as presented here. The rheological parameters used for this model originate in the mode-coupling theory. The proposed constitutive model provides explicit expressions for the steady shear viscosity, the steady normal stress coeffi:cient, the' modulus-compliance relation, and the a peak of G". The relaxation pattern distinctly, differs from gelation.
fundamental phenomenon of nature, which leads to the slow-down of the internal dynamics in a material and to the eventual arrest of internal motion of the material's constituents. This study focuses on the rheological patterns of glass-forming tluids in the approach of the glass transition (denoted as "near-glass" dynamics in the following), as observed by Siebenbtirger et at (2009) , who used colloidal suspensions as model systems for molecular glasses to measure the characteristic changes of the rheological properties across the tluid-to-glass transition. Their findings justify a further analysis since the experiments compare well with mode-coupling theory (MCT) predictions.
A deeper understanding of many aspects of the glass transition has been accomplished by MCT (Gotze and Sjogren 1992) . Recently, MCT has been shown to . account for the non-linear rheology of concentrated colloidal suspensions (Fuchs and Cates 2002) . In particular, MCT explains the linear viscoelasticity in the approach of the glass from thc tluid state. At higher densities, experiments by Crassous et al. (2008a) and Brambilla et al. (2009) have shown that the ideal glass cannot be reached because of an unexplained long-time process, which cuts off the glassy nonergodicity very close to s = O. MCT neglects this ergodicity restoring process (see, however, Schweizer 2007 , Schweizer and Saltzman 2003 , and Mayer et al. 2006 for recent extensions). The proposed constitutive model of this study concerns the dynamics at concentrations that are not yet affected by this long-time process.
The distance from the glass as defined by the separation parameter, s = (f/J -f/Jc) / f/Jc, serves as an independent parameter of near-glass dynamics. The critical volume fraction of particles, f/Jc, depends on particlesize distribution. For monodisperse systems, it assumes
Konstanzer Online-Publikations-System (KOPS) URN: http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-opus-109646 URL: http://kops.ub.uni-konstanz.de/volltexte/2010 /10964 First publ. in: Rheologica acta, 48 (2009 The general problem of solidification of complex materials and its rheological consequences has been studied extensively (Ferry 1980; Larson 1999) . Examples are gelation with the critical relaxation modulus G(t) = Srn,g at gel point (Winter and Mours 1997) and crystallization. Needed is a complete rheological description of the fluid-to-glass transition that is based on the knowledge of the relaxation time spectrum H( r) or the relaxation modulus G(t) in Boltzmann's linear viscoelastic constitutive equation for the stress:
(1) o The upper limit of the relaxation time spectrum, rmax, belongs to the largest connected region in the material that can still relax. This study focuses on the fluid behavior for which the equilibrium modulus is zero, G e = O. Either one of the material properties, H(r) or G(t), is sufficient to fully describe the linear viscoelasticity of a material in general (Boltzmann 1874). H(r) or G(t) are typically measured indirectly by performing smallamplitude oscillatory shear experiments to obtain the dynamic moduli
o and backing out H( r) or G(t) from these (Baumgartel and Winter 1989) . This is the approach taken here. Equation 2 is obtained by inserting the periodic shear rate into Eq. 1 (Ferry 1980) . Here, we demonstrate that H( T) can be obtained from experimental data and from MeT for near-glass material states. We begin by proposing a powerlaw constitutive equation and by applying it to describe dynamic mechanical experiments of a concentrated colloidal suspension. Rheological parameters will be shown to originate from MeT. Based on Boltzmann's equation of linear viscoelasticity, rheological properties will be predicted such as zero shear viscosity, normal stress function, creep compliance, alpha relaxation, and G" minimum and maximum.
Linear viscoelasticity of near-glassy states Two pronounced relaxation processes, known as exand ,B-relaxation, each with its distinct pattern of relaxation times and strengths, govern the near-glass dynamics. As most pronounced phenomenon, the dynamics slows down close to the critical volume fraction rPc. MeT successfully predicts near-glass properties for concentrated, non-crystallizing colloidal suspensions (Bengtzelius et al. 1984; G6tze 1991; G6tze and Sj6gren 1992) . The fast ,B relaxation originates from the localized motion of particles inside cages that are formed by their neigh boring particles. The slow ex relaxation expresses the break up of particle cages. MeT provides a self-consistent formulation for the time-autocorrelation function of density fluctuations, which is of general interest as it is directly accessible in experiments and allows detailed insight into the collective dynamics of dense fluids.
van Megen et al. (1991) and van Megen and Underwood (1994) performed extensive experiments with hard-sphere suspensions to check and verify the predictions of MeT. The cornerstone of MeT is a nonlinear feedback mechanism, which captures the cage effect among the constituting particles in dense fluids. In a fluid near the glass transition, particles can move freely and correlation functions decay quickly to zero.
However, on increasing the density rP, or alternatively in thermal systems on lowering the temperature (molecular glass former), the motion of a particle gets more and more hindered by its neigh boring particles, which behave as cage-forming obstacles. The dynamics undergoes a qualitative change from rather independent to a collective one, in which an individual particle can only move when its neighbors move accordingly and open up free space. Particle movements in these systems become more sluggish, and the characteristic time scales for relaxation processes begin to grow significantly. Then, below a critical temperature or above a critical density, the system undergoes a transition to a state, in which correlations do not decay to zero anymore. The particles have been trapped inside the cages formed by their neighbors, and they can only move if the whole cage moves with them. As each cage-forming particle is, in turn, caged inside another cage, a nearly complete dynamical arrest sets in when arriving at the glass.
Suspensions of hard spheres or of particles characterized by a sufficiently steep mutual repulsion may be treated as the most simple model system for with a crosslinked shell of thermosensitive poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM). Dense suspensions can be generated in situ since the PNIP AM shell of these particles swells when immersed in cold water (10-15°C) and, vice versa, water gets expelled at higher temperatures, leading to a considerable shrinking. Due to a slight polydispersity of the particles, crystallization is suppressed and no fluid-crystal transition intervenes. However, the size distribution is still narrow enough to achieve a distinct separation of the a and fJ relaxations.
In the concentration range of this study, all previous history of the sample can be erased (without mechanical deformation) by temporarily raising the temperature and, thus, lowering the volume fraction to the fluid For the sake of clarity, only the middle three data sets are used in Fig. 1 749 ] fit is achieved by adjusting the BSW parameters with the IRIS graphics tool (Winter and Mours 2006) . A good fit requires that n" < n{J. The powerlaw spectrum is less successful for the highconcentration rheology data regime. Siebenbiirger et al. (2009) presented dynamic mechanical data of such suspension of thermosensitive particles, see Fig. 1 . As will be shown below, a powerlaw spectrum (BSW spectrum) is able to express the data. The spectrum mimics the loss modulus over a wide frequency range. The exponent values determine the slopes and can be read directly from the G"(~» plot. The fit parameters. are listed in Table 1 .
Empirical constitutive equation for the near-glass
The a relaxation is known to express itself in a maximum of the loss modulus, G~.max' MCT predicts that the peak value is independent of c while the peak position shifts to lower and lower frequencies in the approach of the glass (Fig. 2) . Powerhlw asymptotes, G" ~ WT" and G" ~ (WTO!)-n,,; appear on the low-frequency and the high-frequency sides of the G" peak, respectively. The narrowness of the peak and the powerlaw asymptotes on either side suggest a powerlaw relaxation time spectrum for the long time behavior (a relaxation) (c) and c < O.
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The spectrum is assumed to be cut off at its longest relaxation time TO!, i.e., the spectrum vanishes beyond ,) .
Because of the dominance of the a relaxation, much less experimental information is available for the short 
As is shown in Fig. 1 , this spectrum is able to describe the linear viscoelastic data in the approach of the glass. The validity and properties of the above spectrum will be explored in the remainder of the paper. The spectrum of Eq. 5 is otherwise known as BSW spectrum (Baumgartel et al. 1990) , and its properties have been mapped extensively (Carri and Winter 1997; Friedrich et al. 2008) . The BSW spectrum is remarkable in its simplicity since it does not introduce any new parameter beyond the characteristic parameters of the 
MeT prediction of powerlaw relaxation parameters
The single set of well-defined parameters of MCT can provide a full description of the viscoelastic behavior of near-glass suspensions. This will be described next by already using the notation of the rheological constitutive equation, Eq. 5. The a-and fJ-relaxation processes of near-glass dynamics (with B < 0) are both dominated by the plateau modulus
The recent experiments of Crassous et al. (2008a) confirmed this relation in the approach of i/J -+ q)c from below. MCT predicts Oc as a function of the particle size (RH) and thermal energy, while the prefactor go is a pure number that can be calculated from the frozen-' in structure when reaching the glass state (B = 0); it is quantified by the glass form factor (non-ergodicity parameter) Iq (Gotze 1991) . Light scattering measurements of Iq confirmed the MeT prediction (van Megen et al. 1991) , and flow curve measurements verified the magnitude of Oc for (almost) monodisperse hard spheres (Crassous et al. 2008a ).
The characteristic relaxation times for the arelaxation are predicted to diverge in a powerlaw in the approach of the glass (for B ::s 0) (G6tze 1991; G6tze and Sj6gren 1992) 
The characteristic relaxation time for the f3 relaxation is constant. A prediction of the two time constants (T 0 and TO, , , ) requires the full MCT calculation.
MCT predicts a coupling between a and f3 relaxation through the two-relaxation exponents na and nfi as (G6tze 1991; G6tze and Sj6gren 1992) 
which also determines the exponent, y, of the arelaxation times (Eq. 7)
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r is the familiar gamma function. If one of the three exponents is given, the other two exponents follow according to the MCT. n" is known as the von Schweidler exponent (von Schweidler 1907; G6tze 1991; G6tze and Sj6gren 1992) and n/J as the critical powerlaw exponent; MCT finds n" > nfi.
The set of BSW parameters, Eq. 5, are completely defined by the MCT. The cut-off or longest relaxation time Tmax = COTa(B) may differ by a factor of order unity from Ta( B) itself as defined for MCT density correlations by Franosch and G6tze (1999) . The calculation of Co requires the full MCT equations (Fuchs et al. 1992) , as Co and the detailed shape of the spectrum around Ta(B) depend on the quantity (wave vector) under consideration. We set Co = 1 for simplicity, exactly recovering the BSW spectrum of Eq. 5.
Properties of the a relaxation of near-glass dynamics
The powerlaw spectrum of Eq. 3 (a relaxation) dominates the dynamics in the approach of the glass, and the material exhibits the following linear viscoelastic properties: 
Characteristic time constant
a-relaxation peak (Friedrich et al. 200S) :
GenO/
( 15) The dynamic moduli of the a relaxation, G~ and G~, approach asymptotes at the low frequencjes
The corresponding high-frequency asymptotes are (a relaxation only)
Properties of the C" minimum of near-glass dynamics
The pronounced minimum of the crossover of a and fJ relaxations occurs at a characteristic fJ-relaxation time that Franosch and G6tze (1999) had defined for density correlations. Appealing to experiments is the accessibility of the minimum; see also Koumakis et al. (200S) . This f3-relaxation time is now calculated as
It appears in Eq. 5 when rewritten as a homogeneous function
Tfi (8) for T < Ta (8) and s < 0,
with parameter B of order unity and connected to T",O and TO. The time scale Tfi(8) can be read off from the minimum in G"(w), which shifts to lower frequencies with 1/ Tfi and becomes deeper with .;=:ii for approaching the glass transition 8 -+ 0-. The G" minimum had also been modeled by Mason and Weitz (1995) , and additional discussions of G' and G" in the vicinity of the G" minimum are given in Crassous et al. (2008a) .
Discussion
The strength of the proposed powerlaw spectrum is in its abilities to rationalize linear viscoelastic data in the approach of the glass (s < 0) and to make detailed predictions. Near-glass viscoelasticity follows the proposed powerlaw function, and it does not seem to be necessary there to account for a very slow relaxation mode, which typically governs the glass state (0 ~ 8).
The data presented here are dominated by the a-relaxation behavior and its strong 8 dependence. The a modes can be superimposed by applying an s-dependent time shift. However, the entire spectrum cannot be shifted because of the widening gap between a and fJ relaxation.
The BSW spectrum has been known for some time, but its occurrence was thought to be a specific property of monodisperse polymers with long linear flexible chains both, in the melt state or in solution (Baumgartel et al.1990 (Baumgartel et al. , 1992 Abdel-Goad et al. 2004; Friedrich et al. 2008) . The physical image of such a polymer is that its individual long-chain molecules are caged in a tubelike space. Relaxation of stress in the linear polymer is explained by the gradual escape of chains from their cage. Several different escape mechanisms are envisioned to contribute to this process (Doi 1981; Milner and McLeish 1998; Likhtman and McLeish 2002) . This study shows that the relaxation properties of the nearglass and the monodisperse linear polymer are similar. Both material groups can be, to a close approximation, represented by the same BSW spectrum but different parameter space. The similarity in the relaxation patterns is, to our current understanding, purely coincidental since the physical origin of the BSW parameters differ for the two groups of materials. The longest relaxation time diverges for linear polymers with molecular weight, Tmax '" M 3 .4 (Doi 1981) , and for near-glass colloidal suspensions with the inverse distance from the glass, Tmax '" (-8) -y. MCT predicts exponent values in the order of y = 2.4.
The study of density correlations of Franosch and G6tze (1999) already suggests the powerlaw structure of the relaxation time spectrum. The linear moduli are the Fourier transforms of the shear stress autocorrelation function, which, in MCT, is quadratic in the density correlators. The same exponents appear in stress and density correlators as can be checked by Taylor expansion of the correlators around their respective glass plateaus.
The specific rheological features of the near-glass become most evident when comparing relaxation phenomena of the glass transition and with those of gelation. The longest relaxation time, T max, and zero shear viscosity, 1]0, diverge for both transitions, the nearglass Tmax ~ 1]0 ~ (-8)-V (MCT) and the approach of the gel point from the liquid side, Tmax ~ 1]~/(l-flCg) (_8)-s/(I-fl cg ), where s is the critical exponent of the diverging viscosity (Winter 1987 ). The characteristic a-relaxation G" peak shifts to lower and lower frequencies while maintaining its height. The longest relaxation time correlates with the position of the G" peak, Ta :;;: l/n",w""max, as shown in Eq. 15. There is no counterpart for the diverging G" peak in gelation. Gelation is characterized by the stretching of the relaxation time spectrum into a powerlaw at the gel point, which extends to infinite time (critical gel relaxation modulus G(t) = St-n cg ; stiffness S and exponent value 0 < ncg < 1) Winter 1985,1987; Winter and Chambon 1986a, b) . The specific relaxation patterns differ distinctly for the two phenomena.
Conclusions
The empirical rheological constitutive equation, Eq. 5, differs significantly from previous models of near-glass dynamics, but it does not require any new parameters. Parameters and their respective values are identical with the known parameters of MCT. No new parameter was added and none was removed. The new finding as reported here concerns the interrelation of these parameters for glass-forming materials in the approach of their glass state. The distinct features of the nearglass dynamics allow a clear differentiation between glass transition and gelation in soft matter.
